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Fusion is a modular system of contemporary 

reception furniture, finished with high quality 

wood veneer and featuring clean 

contemporary lines. 

The Fusion system combines curved, or 

square counter modules, with a choice of 

wood or silver finished end panels. To add a 

bespoke style, choose from a combination 

of veneers or stylish aluminium inlays.

Featured in quarter cut Walnut veneer



Increasingly important for today’s 

reception is the provission for a DDA 

unit.  These are designed to 

incorporate recessed panels that 

accommodate wheelchair access.

Fusion reception desks are also available in non-wood finishes, 

like our contemporary high pressure laminates. 

So, no matter what style of reception you wish to achieve, 

the range of Fusion colourways and styles can work for you.

Featured in white laminate with turquoise green privacy screen



Stunning wood veneers with the option of unique 

crossbanded veneered tops, radial veneer tops and 

the combination veneering of the front panels provide 

for an impressive reception to any organisation.

Featured in Maple and Bird’s Eye Maple combination, with matching crossbanded counter top.

The flexibility and practical nature of the Fusion system 

enables endless configurations to be designed.

Many features are available to individualise your Fusion 

counter, including distinctively shaped turrets, the 

incorporation of the company logo or message into the 

veneer, glass shelves, privacy screens and a bag shelf.



High counter tops provide the advantage 

for visitors of a surface on which to write, 

whilst at the same time affording a degree 

of privacy to the receptionist.

Fusion counters can be fitted with the 

glass shelf option, which not only provides 

an attractive transition between the two 

counter levels, but also gives the counter 

a stylish focal point.

Front panel in Crown Cut Oak veneer; Counter tops in English Pippy Oak veneer



Cherry Shade 3 veneer

Fusion reception desks are manufactured with the customer’s choice 

of end panel. These can be either wood in the same veneer as the 

desk, or silver painted for a more contemporary appearance.

Cable port and wire management systems can be easily incorporated.



Combination Veneer Options

Combination veneering is a 
contemporary way of creating a dramatic 
appearance using contrasting veneers.

Maple/Zebrano

Maple/Madrona

Oak/Burr Oak

Wenge/Zebrano

American Black Walnut/
Burr Ash

American Black Walnut/
Figured Maple

Crossbanded Veneer OptionsVeneer Options






